Ellucian Banner Integration
Improve the student experience and digitally transform student services by integrating your
Ellucian Banner SIS with Laserfiche electronic forms solutions.
Enable rapid deployment of Laserfiche Cloud to streamline key registrar forms processes such
as course add/ drop and student change of personal information.

Pre-Populate Laserfiche Electronic
Forms with Banner Data
Easily pull student data such as name, address and
registered courses from Banner to pre- populate
Laserfiche forms, reducing

manual data entry and

errors, saving time for students and registrar staff.

Prefill Laserfiche
from Banner.

form fields automatically

using data retrieved

Update Banner Record with Laserfiche Forms Data
Instantly push student data such as updated address and contact information, and new courses from Laserfiche
forms into Banner to update a student’ s record, removing silos and expediting request turnaround.

Update student information and automate approval processes
through Laserfiche forms.

Fact Sheet

Instantly push updated information from Laserfiche to student’ s
record in Banner.

View Documents in Laserfiche from Banner Interface
Open and view documents saved in Laserfiche from the Banner interface using Laserfiche

Connector, a

wizard- driven integration tool, enabling staff to quickly access important files with one click.

View student files with the Laserfiche
embedded in Banner.

Connector

button

Retrieve and edit student documents stored in Laserfiche.

Ethos Connected
The integration has achieved Ellucian’ s Ethos
Connected Status, allowing for a seamless flow of
data across applications through the use of standard
integrations and APIs, and is more responsive to
Banner updates, creating a smoother user experience.

Laserfiche Registrar Forms Solution Highlights
The integration is designed to support the registrar forms processing use case.
Simplify student requests and improve responsiveness through easy- to-use Laserfiche

e- forms and process

automation solutions.

Automatically route approval tasks to accelerate turnaround time and ensure that no request falls through
the cracks
Send immediate notifications on request status to students, executive leaders and other stakeholders to
improve transparency

Digitize all paper forms to eliminate expensive mailing and courier fees, filing cabinets, and free up valuable
storage space

Schedule a Demo
info.laserfiche. com/ higher- ed- forms
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